Purging of deleterious variants in Italian founder populations with extended autozygosity
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Abstract

Purging through inbreeding defines the process through which deleterious alleles can be removed from populations by natural selection when exposed in homozygosis through the occurrence of consanguineous marriage. In this study we carried out low-read depth (4-10x) whole-genome sequencing in 568 individuals from three Italian founder populations, and compared it to data from other Italian and European populations from the 1000 Genomes Project. We show depletion of homozygous genotypes at potentially detrimental sites in the founder populations compared to outbred populations and observe patterns consistent with consanguinity driving the accelerated purging of highly deleterious mutations.

Introduction

Population genetics theory and empirical evidence from model organisms predict that deleterious variants with dominant effect are quickly purged by selection, at a rate proportional to the effective population size and their fitness effect \(^1,2,3,4,5,6,7\). In a strictly recessive model, deleterious variants carried in heterozygous state are expected to conform to neutral modes of evolution. Therefore, for equal effect sizes recessive models allow for higher frequencies of deleterious variants compared to dominant ones. In other words, recessive variants are less easily purged by selection and remain in the populations at low frequency (mostly in heterozygosis). These recessive variants provide a significant contribution to the genetic load of the population as there is less opportunity for a detrimental phenotype caused by recessive mutations to manifest, compared to dominant phenotypes.
Empirical and theoretical evidence from recent studies suggest that deleterious variants, which are rare in the general population, are enriched in human populations that experienced a founder effect. However, a debate exists about whether this is due to reduced efficacy of natural selection or other causes and little is known about how consanguinity affects population genetic load.

Consanguineous marriages result in substantial deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium due to increased autozygosity, which can cause deleterious recessive variants to be present in a homozygous state. While autozygosity is associated with a higher rate of disorders (congenital, late onset, infertility, miscarriage, infant mortality and morbidity) in consanguineous populations, it also provides an opportunity for selection to act by purging exposed deleterious phenotypes, eventually reducing the fraction of homozygous deleterious genotypes. Purging causes less fit individuals to be eliminated, ultimately increasing the population’s fitness. Indeed, in some species inbreeding caused by a bottleneck has been shown to have beneficial effects, for instance promoting species invasiveness in ladybirds or removing highly deleterious variants in mountain gorillas. In humans, consanguineous couples experience higher fertility than non-consanguineous couples, but this has been associated with causes other than purging, such as social factors (e.g. younger maternal age at first birth), reproductive compensation, negative effects of outbreeding (break-up of co-adapted gene complexes, and the increase of maternal-foetal incompatibilities). Little is known about how inbreeding might play a role in the improved fecundity of consanguineous couples.

In this study we investigated whether homozygosis has had a role in the purging of deleterious mutations in three Italian founder populations with different demographic histories by comparing them with outbred Italian and...
European populations. We show evidence for a depletion of homozygous genotypes at putatively detrimental sites in all the three populations. The presence of this effect in multiple founder populations with high rates of consanguinity suggests that inbreeding might have had a role in accelerating purging of deleterious mutations. We conclude that purging through inbreeding is possible in human populations, and this study demonstrates it for the first time.

**Results**

*Whole genome sequence of isolates identified 21M variable sites, one seventh of which are novel*

We carried out low-read depth whole-genome sequencing (average 6x, Table S1) in 568 selected individuals from three populations from the Italian network of genetic isolates (INGI), namely Val Borbera (VBI), Carlantino (CAR) and Friuli Venezia Giulia (FVG). Of these, FVG is further subdivided in 4 different villages, namely Erto (FVG-E), Illegio (FVG-I), Resia (FVG-R) and Sauris (FVG-S) (Figure 1a and Table S2). After stringent quality control (Methods), we identified a total of 21,244,190 variable sites. We further compared genetic variability of the isolates with populations representative of the general Italian and European population, namely 98 Tuscans (TSI) and 85 Utah Residents with Northern and Western European ancestry (CEU) from the 1000 Genomes Project (TGP)\textsuperscript{26,27} Phase 1 data set (Figure 1a). The isolate call sets were generated using the same variant calling and QC pipelines employed by the TGP project, so the two variant datasets were merged to generate a final set of 46,281,641 variable sites including sites variable both in isolates and TGP. To verify the validity of this approach, we estimated concordance of genotypes at 298k variable sites on chromosome 22 within the merged call set with those obtained by simultaneously calling isolates and the TGP. We found a median non-reference
genotype discordance of 1.55% and 3.8% for SNPs and INDELs, respectively (Table S3), suggesting that merging the two call sets is a viable approach.

Variable sites discovered in the three isolates were classified as 'private' if variable in at least one isolates but not variable in both CEU and TSI, and 'shared' if variable in at least one isolate and CEU or TSI. In a set of 46 random individuals per populations private sites sites represent on average the 13% of the variability in the isolates (Figure 1b, Table S4). The high incidence of newly-discovered ('private') variants highlights the importance of carrying out variant discovery in different populations for comprehensively characterising human genetic variability. Novel private variants tend to be enriched for missense mutations in all isolates (Figure 1c, two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test p-value <10^-11, Table S5): in many individuals the missense/synonymous ratio is >1 at private sites, whereas at shared sites this ratio has very small variance and is close to one. This trend is expected in expanding populations and has been observed in other founder populations.

The incidence of rare variants at private sites (Minor Allele Frequency, MAF<0.03, first two bins in Figure 1d and Figure S1) was at least three times higher compared to shared sites in all populations considered (odds ratio>3, p-values < 2.2x10^-16, Table S6). When comparing incidence of rare private variants between isolates and reference populations, we observed a trend of lower incidence of rare variants in FVG villages compared to CEU and TSI (Wilcoxon rank-sum test p-value < 2.2x10^-16 ) suggesting a loss of alleles in FVG due to downsampling during a recent bottleneck followed by isolation. In contrast, the rate of rare private variants in VBI and CAR is is significantly higher than in CEU and TSI (Wilcoxon rank-sum test p-value < 2.2x10^-16 ), suggesting a recent population expansion in these two populations.
We further investigated genetic relationship among individuals of the three isolates, TSI and CEU using a random set of 281k variable chromosome 22 sites spanning all frequency ranges. A previous exploration of VBI and FVG was limited to low-resolution SNP array data (not informative for rare, private and novel genetic variation) 23,24, while the genetic structure of CAR has not been described before. In a principal component analysis, two FVG villages (FVG-R and FVG-S) appeared to be distinct from the other populations along the first three components. Further, VBI and CAR separated from CEU and TSI on the fourth component (Figure S2). In admixture analyses, FVG-R and FVG-S separated from other populations already at K=4 clusters, although the most likely number of clusters was 10 (Figure S3). These results confirm earlier results based on SNP array data from the entire FVG sample24, and are thus not related to the sampling strategy used in this study. Because of this sub-structuring, when relevant FVG villages were considered separately for subsequent analyses. CAR, described here for the first time, clusters with VBI and other reference populations (TSI and CEU) along the first two components and with VBI along the 3rd and 4th component (Figures S2 and S3).

Long term isolation and diffused homozygosity in isolated populations

The historical isolation experienced by the INGI, FVG and CAR populations is expected to result in greater genetic homogeneity and consistent homozygosity, as the result of systematic inbreeding, compared to reference populations. We investigated this hypothesis using several approaches.

First, we calculated relatedness between pairs of individuals using two independent measures, namely pedigree-based and genomic-based kinship. Pedigree based kinship represents the expected fraction of the genome shared that is identical by descent (IBD) and was calculated from genealogical records dating
back to the 17th century. Genomic kinship evaluates the probability of sharing genome identical by descent and was calculated using genetic data. Pedigree- and genomic-based kinship values were highly correlated (Figure S4 ). In FVG villages the resolution of pedigree-based kinship was poor because genealogies are incomplete, therefore we concentrated on genomic based-kinship and referred to pedigree-based kinship to confirm first-degree relatedness of couples that were excluded from the analyses. Genomic-based kinship values tended to be significantly higher in isolates compared to reference populations (Figure 2 dark blue, Figure S5 and Table S7; two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test p-values <0.0003, details in Table S8 ). The kinship distribution were highly skewed towards low values in all cases, however maximum values were in the range of 1\textsuperscript{st} degree relationships for isolates, compared to <3\textsuperscript{rd} degree in reference populations. When removing one individual per pair from pairs related to 1\textsuperscript{st} degree according to pedigree-based kinship, we still observed genomic-kinship values in the range of 1\textsuperscript{st} degree in isolates (Figure 2, light blue). Overall these results not only show that individuals from isolates tend to be more consanguineous than reference populations, but also suggest that consanguinity has systematically occurred in these populations in historical times, and ancestors of 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 3\textsuperscript{rd} degree relatives were in turn the result of consanguineous relationships. Because of this extended consanguinity, in subsequent analyses we used a set of 500 individuals where one random individual from pairs with 1\textsuperscript{st} degree relationships has been retained (Table S2. Figure S4).

Having assessed diffused consanguinity in the isolates, we next quantified genome segments which were IBD among individuals within populations in 46 samples per population. We assessed 46 samples per population, where we identified IBD segments between pairs of individuals. In Figure 3a we report the distributions of total extension of IBD genome (i.e. the sum of single segments).
While there was no significant difference between isolates and CEU or TSI in the total IBD distributions (two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test p-value >0.01, Table S8) FVG villages displayed higher total IBD sharing on average (Figure S6 and Table S9). These differences were more evident when contrasting cumulative distributions of total IBD (Figure 3b, figures in Tables S9): in FVG villages 95% of the individuals shared 337-461 (+/- 85-123) Mb compared to 122-157 (+/- 8-45) Mb in other isolates and reference populations. Considering an accessible genome size of 2.5Gb27, this would be equivalent to say that individuals in FVG villages share between 13% and 18% of their genomes, versus 5-6% in other populations, corroborating evidence for extended consanguinity in the isolates.

Finally, we investigated allele sharing within an individual by identifying genomic segments with contiguous genotypes in homozygosity (Runs Of Homozygosity, ROH) in each individual. We report in Figure 3c the distributions of the total length of ROH (i.e. the sum of single segments) per individual. With the exception of CAR, ROH extension was significantly higher in isolates compared to CEU and TSI (see two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test p-values given in Table S9), suggesting increased homozygosity in isolates. This is also evident when comparing cumulative distributions of total ROH in 46 randomly selected individuals per population (Figure 3d, figures in Table S9): 95% of individuals in FVG villages and VBI had between 163-209 (+/- 30-43) Mb of genome in homozygosity compared to less than <100 (+/- 10-15) Mb in the outbred reference populations. These figures translate respectively in 5-8% of the genome in homozygosity in isolates (except CAR) compared to 3-4% in CEU, TSI.

When ROHs single segments were classified according to their length29, we observed a trend of prevalence of medium and long ROHs in isolates (and especially
FVG-R and FVG-S) compared to CEU and TSI (Figure S7). This condition is consistent with the presence of extended consanguinity or very recent admixture; both cases apply to the isolates under study here, for which isolation (either geographical or linguistic) was a past condition that is no longer met.

**Selection against highly deleterious mutations has been more effective in isolates compared to reference populations**

To test the hypothesis that autozygosity contributes to the purging of deleterious mutations through exposure of detrimental alleles to purifying selection, we determined the incidence of homozygous detrimental genotypes and measured the efficiency of purifying selection in isolates compared to reference populations.

For this analysis we used derived alleles information in 46 samples at three sets of sites where the derived allele causes missense, synonymous, or loss of function (LoF) consequences. Alleles determining missense, and in minor measure synonymous, consequences introduce changes to the coded protein that might alter the protein structure, whereas LoF mutation completely disrupts the protein function. Only shared sites were considered for this analysis both to avoid technical bias due to variant calling and because private sites are generally too young to observe the effect of selection. Rather than assessing the overall burden of isolates, to which private site will be major contributors, we are indeed interested in asking if purging due to inbreeding has occurred in isolates.

We observed significantly fewer derived alleles counts per individual in FVG and VBI compared to reference populations at all sets of variants (Figure 4a, Wilcoxon rank sum test p-values in Table S10), suggesting that this might be a general effect of the demography, independent from putative detrimentality of alleles and
compatible with the general loss of rare alleles due to bottlenecks and genetic drift. We then evaluated how often putatively detrimental alleles are found in homozygosis by counting the number of homozygous genotypes per individuals at missense, synonymous and LoF sites, normalized for the number of homozygous genotypes at intergenic sites to avoid population bias. Isolates had significantly higher rates of homozygous genotypes at mildly deleterious sites (missense and synonymous, Figure 4b) compared to reference populations, in accordance with the general homozygosity trend reported in the previous section. However, at highly deleterious sites (LoF) the rate of homozygosity was comparable between isolates and reference populations (with the exception of FVG-E and FVG-R) indicative of an overall depletion of homozygous genotypes at these sites in isolates. This depletion of deleterious alleles in homozygosis is compatible with the hypothesis of purging due to inbreeding in isolates.

We therefore used a recently proposed metric \( R_{X/Y} \)\(^8,32\) to assess whether selection has been more effective in isolates compared to reference populations. The metric \( R_{X/Y} \) contrasts frequencies of allele between pairs of populations and measures their accumulation in one population compared to the other: a value of 1 indicates that the two populations have comparable number of mutations per individual, whereas values lower than 1 indicate a depletion in population X and values higher than 1 indicate a depletion in population Y. We compared \( R_{X/Y} \) at missense, synonymous and LoF variants in isolates and reference populations. The load of moderately deleterious (missense and non-synonymous) mutations in isolates was higher than in reference populations, consistent with less efficient selection and stronger drift in the former (Figure 5). However, the opposite was true of variation at LoF sites (with the exception of FVG-S), with a possible cause being
the purging effect of inbreeding alongside strong selection coefficients for highly disruptive LoF mutations.

Simulations support the observed depletion of highly deleterious homozygous genotypes

We evaluated expectations to observe purging in simulated data under a range of demographic scenarios, natural selection intensities and models. A population isolate was simulated to arise from an European-like population at 160, 60 or 20 generations ago (generation time 25 years), and to evolve to present time under five demographic models (continued bottleneck, serial founder effect, bottleneck plus linear expansion, bottleneck plus instantaneous expansion and bottleneck plus linear reduction; Figure S8) and three different values of average kinship (0, 0.002 and 0.1). We forward-in-time simulated genomic data by mimicking features of exomes spanning 115 kbp (Methods). Mutations were assumed to be deleterious $\frac{3}{4}$ of the time in exons and $\frac{1}{2}$ in UTRs under six selection coefficients ($s = -0.2, -0.1, -0.05, -0.01, -0.005$ and $-0.001$). Each scenario was replicated 500 times. We found purging to be more effective in the bottleneck plus expansion (Figure S9) and thus for this model we further explored a range bottleneck intensities (effective population size, $N_e$, during the bottleneck = 15, 25 and 50 and bottleneck duration 1 to 25 generations in steps of 5, Table S11). Demographic parameter choice was a compromise between computational feasibility and similarity to the demography of the isolates under study, its main purpose being to explore properties of purging rather than to perfectly fit isolate demography.
Purging was calculated in a sample of 50 individuals as the fold change between present and past (at founding event) number of recessive deleterious homozygous genotypes per individual. A negative fold change described a reduction of deleterious homozygous genotypes expected in the case of purging. Results in Figure 6 (also see Figure S10) show that: (i) under neutrality ($s = 0$) no purging is seen in all three models; (ii) for mildly deleterious mutations ($s = 0.01$) purging is almost complete under dominance, moderate for additive models but not happening under recessive models and (iii) for highly deleterious mutations ($s = 0.1$) purging of homozygous recessive deleterious genotypes is seen also under recessive models.

Overall, these simulations suggest that the selection coefficient and dominance model have a major effect on purging and that purging is possible for highly deleterious recessive mutations. While it is difficult to make assumptions on the inheritance model of missense and synonymous variants, a recessive model and a strong selection coefficient are highly plausible for LoF\textsuperscript{30}. We therefore conclude that simulations support the observed depletion of highly deleterious homozygous genotypes observed at LoF sites. Nevertheless, our set of simulations does not explain the role of consanguinity as the effect of kinship is negligible. (Figure 6). This may be due to the imperfect fit of the demographic parameters used for simulations to the isolates studied here. A more comprehensive analysis will be required to fully understand this aspect.

Some isolates experienced genetic drift and a recent decrease of the effective population size

A decrease in the number of deleterious mutation could more generally be the result of loss of rare variants following a bottleneck, a founder event, or isolation. We thus investigated to what extent genetic drift acted on the populations in this study.
We used a method based on inference from genomic segments IBD that enables exploring very recent fluctuations in effective population size\textsuperscript{33}. Low coverage and computational phasing are likely to affect the accuracy of IBD detection methods, occasionally breaking down long IBD segments into shorter ones and thus potentially creating the artefactual effect of a population expansion. Despite this potential confounding, our analysis displayed clear patterns of overall lower effective population size estimates in isolates compared to reference populations (Figure 7). Indeed in the last fifty generations (last \textasciitilde 1500 years in Figure 7) we observed a population size contraction in FVG villages compared to CEU and TSI, which appear unaffected by the very recent trends towards expansion of other European populations\textsuperscript{28,34}. Such abundant sharing of long haplotypes co-inherited from recent common ancestors during a recent population contraction provides further evidence for genetic drift that extended until the very recent centuries in these isolated groups compared to the reference populations. The same trend of contraction is not apparent in CAR and VBI, that follow TSI and CEU, however with smaller effective population sizes. We therefore conclude that genetic drift might have contributed to reducing deleterious mutations in FVG villages, while this has not been the case in VBI and CAR.

**Discussion**

Inbreeding consists of mating between closely related individuals. Chromosome pairs of inbred offspring share segments that are identical by descent more often than expected by chance, and consequently large portions of the genome in inbred individuals are in homozygosis. Inbred offspring undergo inbreeding depression, the phenomenon by which detrimental mutations increase in frequency in a population, with consequent reduction in overall fitness. However, in the long term the rise of detrimental mutations frequency is offset by an increased efficiency of selection in
removing individuals carrying these mutations. Therefore, in the long term inbreeding can have beneficial effects.

In this study we demonstrate that consanguinity results in purging of deleterious mutations in isolated human populations. Analysis of whole genome data from three isolated populations demonstrated the occurrence of (i) diffused consanguinity and extended regions of autozygosity; (ii) small effective population sizes until recent times; (iii) depletion of homozygous genotypes of putatively deleterious mutations and (iv) more effective selection against detrimental mutations in comparison to outbred Italian and European populations.

This last observation is in contrast with theoretical prediction, as selection is less efficient in populations with small effective population size. We thus investigated plausible explanations underlying the observed purging. Our simulations shows that a reduction of highly deleterious mutations in homozygosis is possible under a range of demographic and evolutionary conditions even if they do not fully clarify the role of consanguinity. Genetic drift as a consequence of founder effects and reduced effective population size is another possible cause. Bottlenecks cause a reduction of segregating sites and a loss of rare variants, including deleterious mutations, as they tend to be rare. According to our data, genetic drift has certainly played a major role in FVG as the effective population size of villages is very small, but this does not hold for other isolates and therefore the patterns observed cannot be explained by selection and drift alone. All isolates have extended regions of the genome in homozygosity as a result of isolation and kin marriages, and we cannot exclude that consanguinity is likely to have played a major role in accelerating the process of selection in FVG and VBI through the exposure of the deleterious mutations in homozygosis.

Our observations are compatible with the effect of purging of deleterious mutations carried in homozygosis and our conclusions are supported by the observation reported in literature that in
cases of systematic inbreeding due to non-random mating (as is the case of small consanguineous populations), purging can work even for mild deleterious alleles as opposed to cases of panmictic inbreeding (i.e. inbreeding due to finite size of the populations) where purging is effective only for lethal or semilethal alleles.  

Consanguineous populations represent a model for the effects of systematic inbreeding. Beside social constrains, consanguinity can naturally occur for several reasons, including geographical, linguistic and religious isolation. Recently there has been a great interest in exploring the genetic load in populations with different demographic history. Consanguineous populations in this study complement the range of demographic scenarios and here we demonstrate that they provide an excellent model study to understand the interplay between selection, genetic drift and homozygosis in determining the genetic load of human populations.

Methods

Samples individuals and data generation

Low coverage whole genome sequence was generated for 568 individuals belonging to the INGI network. Individuals are from Italian populations from North-West (Val Borbera25, 225 samples), North-East (Friuli Venezia Giulia24, 250 samples) and South-West (Carlantino24, 93 samples). Sequencing was carried out using Illumina technology (Genome Analyzer and HiSeq 2000) at the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute and Beijing Genomics Institute (54 samples from FVG cohort). Data coverage was 4-10X (Table S2).

The study was reviewed and approved by the following Ethical Committees: Ethical committee of the San Raffaele Hospital and of the Piemonte Region (VBI),
Ethics approval was obtained from the Ethics Committee of the Burlo Garofolo children hospital in Trieste (FVG), the local administration of Carlantino, the Health Service of Foggia Province, Italy, and ethical committee of the IRCCS Burlo-Garofolo of Trieste (CAR). Written informed consent was obtained from every participant to the study and all methods were carried out in accordance with the approved guidelines (Declaration of Helsinki of the World Medical Association).

**Data processing, variant calling**

Genotype calls were produced for each population separately using the following pipeline. Samtools mpileup (v. 0.1.19)\(^{36}\) was used for multisample genotype calling (parameter set: -EDVSp -C50 -m3 -F0.2 -d 40). Variant Quality Score Recalibrator (VQSR) filtering was applied to the raw call data with GATK v.2.5\(^{37}\) through VariantRecalibrator module separately for SNVs and INDELs. The filter creates a Gaussian Mixture Model by looking at annotations values over a high quality subset of the input call set and then evaluate all input variants. For SNVs we used the following parameters: I) Annotations: QD, DP, FS, HaplotypeScore, MQRankSum, ReadPosRankSum, InbreedingCoeff II) Training set: HapMap 3.3, Omni 2.5M chip, 1000 Genomes Phase I; III) Truth set: HapMap 3.3, Omni 2.5M chip; IV) Known set: dbSNP build 138. For INDELs we selected: I) Annotations: DP, FS, ReadPosRankSum, MQRankSum; II) Training set: Mills-Devine, 1000 Genomes Phase I, Dbsnp v138; III) Truth set: Mills-Devine; IV) Known set: Mills-Devine, dbSNP build 138. For each population the lowest VQSLOD threshold has been chosen according to the output produced by VariantRecalibrator to select the best cut off in terms of specificity and sensitivity of the trained model. For SNPs the minimum VQSLOD values selected are 3.016 (97.3% truth sensitivity threshold), 2.8309 (97.82% truth sensitivity threshold), 1.4512 (98.5% truth sensitivity threshold) for
FVG, VBI and CARL cohort respectively. Since INDELs calling and alignment is still more prone to error we used a conservative approach, selecting a sensitivity threshold of 90% for each population. The filter has been applied using GATK’s Apply Recalibration module.

Because of low coverage we performed several genotype refinement steps on the filtered data: 1) we used BEAGLEv4.r1230\textsuperscript{38} to assign posterior probabilities to all remaining genotypes. 2) SHAPEITv2\textsuperscript{39} has been used to phase all genotypes call and 3) IMPUTEv2\textsuperscript{38} to perform internal imputation in order to correct genotyping errors.

Information about Ancestral Allele and allele frequencies from TGP populations have been retrieved from dbSNP v.138\textsuperscript{40}. The Variant Effect Predictor v.74\textsuperscript{41} provided all consequence annotation as well as Polyphen, Sift and GERP informations.

We merged genotype call set of the INGI populations with low coverage data available from Phase1 of the 1000 Genomes Project\textsuperscript{27} in a union using set using bcftools merge\textsuperscript{36}. To check if this approach would introduce bias in downstream analyses, we evaluated genotype concordance on chromosome 22 between the union set and a genotype call set in which variants were called simultaneously in all INGI, CEU and TSI populations using the same pipeline described above.
Population genetic structure

Shared ancestry between populations was evaluated using ADMIXTURE v 1.22 and the number of cluster that better represent the data was established by cross-validation as described in42. Each ADMIXTURE run was replicated 5 time using different random seeds. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) analysis was performed using EIGENSOFT 43.

Kinship, identical by descent state and runs of homozygosity calculations

Pairwise genomic kinship was calculated using KING44 (options: --kinship --ibs ), while pedigree-based kinship was calculated using the R package Kinship245. Pedigree-based kinship represent mostly an expected value indicative of the amount of genome shared identical by descent, however recombinations and mutation introduce variability around the expected values. Genomic-based kinship catches this variability providing estimates in a range rather than pedigree-based point estimates (e.g first-degree kinship vary between 0.25 +/-variability). A negative genomic kinship coefficient indicates an unrelated relationship and for practical purpose it is safe to rescale negative kinship values to zero 44. All analyses except kinship distributions were performed on individuals related at most to 2nd degree according to pedigree-based kinship.

Segments of identity by descent (IBD) and runs of homozygosity (ROH) were identified using the refined IBD algorithm implemented in Beagle v4.r12746 (parameters used: ibd=true, window=24000, overlap=7000). All variants with uncalled genotypes were removed, leaving 7,502,857 sites for further analyses. After discovery we retained IDB and ROH segments with LOD score >5 as threshold to define a true IBD/ROH segment (default value LOD >= 3). When comparing IBD
sharing, ROH data and allele frequencies populations were randomly down-sampled to match the size of the smallest village size (FVG-I, 46 unrelated samples) in order to reduce bias from different samples size.

RX/Y

The metric $R_{X/Y}$ was calculated implementing the formula described in $^{32,8}$ and $^{20}$ using the information on derived alleles counts per individual in 46 samples per population. Variance of $R_{X/Y}$ was obtained by block jackknife procedure as described in $^{47}$. To avoid biases due to lack of calling and imputation we considered only sites called as variable in both X and Y populations (shared sites). Information on the ancestral state of the allele were taken from 1000 Genomes annotations ($\text{http://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/phase1/analysis_results/supporting/ancestral_alignments/}$). We used four sets of variants with information on functional consequences from Ensembl database v. 78 ($\text{www.ensembl.org}$): (i) 136,805 variants annotated as intergenic, i.e. “in region containing or overlapping no genes that is bounded on either side by a gene, or bounded by a gene and the end of the chromosome” according to Sequence Ontology definition (S.O., $\text{http://www.sequenceontology.org/}$); (ii) 25,773 missense variants, i.e. “A sequence variant, that changes one or more bases, resulting in a different amino acid sequence but where the length is preserved” (S.O.); (iii) 23,242 synonymous, i.e. “A sequence variant where there is no resulting change to the encoded amino acid” (S.O.), and (iv) 2,804 loss of function variants described in$^{30}$

Simulations

We used SLiM$^{48}$ to perform forward-in-time simulation of purging of deleterious recessive alleles in a small size human isolated population. SLiM and allow
simulations of specific genomic structures with different selective pressures acting on them. We simulated a genomic region of 115 kbp containing fifty gene-like structures representative of the average human gene each composed of 8 exons of 150 bp surrounded by 2 UTR regions of 550 bp. Recombination rate was set to 1.6e-8 recombinations/bp/generation, mutation rate to 1.2e-8 mutations/bp/generation. Generation time was set to 25 years. Mutations were assumed to be deleterious \( \frac{3}{4} \) of the time in exons and \( \frac{1}{2} \) in UTRs. Six deleterious selection coefficients were tested independently (\( s = -0.2, -0.1, -0.05, -0.01, -0.005 \) and -0.001) being the strongest one the upper limit estimated for human species. Deleterious mutations were assumed to be fully recessive additive or dominant.

As for the demographic model we simulated an isolated population of European ancestry undergoing a founder event of different intensity in terms of number of individuals and length of the bottleneck (see simulation scheme in Figure S7) and then evolving under an specific demography. Three different split times of the isolate form Europe (160, 60 and 20 generations ago), and five demographies were tested: continued bottleneck, serial founder effect, bottleneck plus linear expansion, bottleneck plus instantaneous expansion and bottleneck plus linear reduction). To mimic isolation we assumed no migration between the isolate and the European population after the split. The European population was simulated under the model described in with a minor modifications: because SLiM does not simulate exponential growth we extrapolated the trajectory of the exponential growth found in Out-of-Africa populations from and increased population effective size every few generations. Finally, in our model the European population itself separate from Africa as described in. To mimic relatedness we let inbreeding starts one generation after the split between Europe and the isolate using two inbreeding coefficients: one similar to estimates from empirical data (averages among all isolates, \( f = 0.002 \),
Table S7) and a second one five times bigger (f = 0.01). To use these inbreeding coefficients in the forward simulator (SLiM), we converted them into selfing coefficient using this formula described in


Each set of parameters and demographies was simulated 500 times and, additionally, we considered groups of 10 replicates together as they were independent chromosomes in order to reduce the variance in the individual recessive load calculation. From every simulated replica we sampled 50 individuals in each of the three populations. In simulations with a final population effective size of less than 50 individuals the whole population was sampled. To speed up computation we used two strategies. First, we removed from simulations the neutrally evolving intergenic and intronic regions, thus mimicking exomic data. Secondly, to avoid repeating the burn-in process, we simulated 500 replicates for Africans and Europeans and saved all the individual genotypes at 200 generations after the beginning of the simulation (5000 years ago) and we used these population snapshots as genetic pools for the founding nucleus of the isolate while testing different demographic models. We believe that this strategy ensures enough variation for testing properly the different population sizes for the ISO population without having to use a new simulations run from the scratch.

**Effective population size**

Recent effective population size for each population was estimated using the fraction of genome shared IBD by pairs of individuals. After computational phasing, IBD sharing was computed as described in. We initially removed all variants with minor allele frequency less than 1%. We used a publicly available genetic map (b37, Web Resources), using linear interpolation to infer the genetic position of variants
that were not found in the map. We then used the GERMLINE\textsuperscript{52} software to infer IBD sharing across all pairs of samples, using parameters “\texttt{-min_m 1 -err_hom 2 -err_het 0 -bits 75 \_h\_extend \_homoz}”. We computed the density of IBD sharing per genomic region using windows of 0.5 centimorgans (cM), and selected for downstream analysis regions within 5 standard deviations from the genome-wide average, removing regions of unusual sharing, likely due to artifacts or the presence of underlying structural variation. We further imposed a minimum length of 45cM per genomic region to avoid introducing biases due to boundary effects in very short regions. We obtained 27 regions, for a total of \(~2050\) cM. We computed the fraction of genome shared by the average pair of haploid individuals in each analysed group through segments of length at least 6 cM. We then used the formula: $N=(1-f+\sqrt{1-f})/2uf$ derived in\textsuperscript{33}, where $f$ is the observed fraction of genome shared IBD and $u$ is the minimum segment length (in Morgans) to infer effective population size (assuming a constant size). We report diploid effective sizes. Standard errors were computed using the weighted jackknife method\textsuperscript{52}, using the 27 genomic regions. To infer an approximate correspondence between IBD segment cut-off and time, we considered the distribution of IBD segments age in a constant population size. Assuming a generation time of 30 years\textsuperscript{53} a cutoff of 6 cM roughly corresponds to IBD segments transmitted by common ancestors living $30\times(100/6)=500$ years before present.
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Figure captions

Figure 1 Overview of genomic variation in isolates (a) Geographic location of the populations in this study. Circles are proportional to sample sizes. VBI=Val Borbera, CAR= Carlantino, FVG = Friuli Venezia Giulia, FVG-E = Erto, FVG-I = Illegio, FVG-R= Resia and FVG-S = Sauris (b) Genomic sites variable in isolates were classified as shared if variable in both in CEU and/or TSI and isolates and private if variable only in isolates. When considering 46 samples per population about 13% of variants are private to isolates (yellow) (c) Boxplots summarize the ratio of missense/synonymous counts per individual. Private variants have larger variance and are significantly enrichment for missense mutations compared to shared
ones. (d) Genome wide spectrum of minor allele allele frequencies (MAF) from 46 samples per population. For simplicity only MAF< 23 is shown, full spectra in Figure S1. First two bins include rare variants (MAF< 0.3%). Private sites are significantly enriched for rare variants compared to shared sites (Table S6).

**Figure 2 Systematic consanguinity in the isolated populations.** Violin plots represent genomic-based kinship distribution before (dark blue) and after (light blue) removing 1st degree relatives according to pedigree. Grey dotted lines represent reference values for 1st-, 2nd- and 3rd-degree relationships. People in isolates tend to be more consanguineous, i.e. they have more recent common ancestors than reference populations. In FVG-R and VBI relatedness to 1st degree persists even after removing 1st degree relatives according to pedigree data. The explanation is that ancestors of some 2nd and 3rd degree relatives were in turn the results of consanguineous relationship, showing that consanguinity in these populations has occurred on a long time scale.

**Figure 3 Genome sharing between individuals and within individual.** Summary statistics (a and b) and cumulative frequency (c and d) of the total length of segments identical by descent per pairs of individuals and total length of runs of homozygosity per single individuals. In both c and d the dashed line indicates the 95% percentile.

**Figure 4 Depletion in the isolates of homozygous genotypes at loss of function (LoF) variants.** (a) Counts of derived allele per individual at variable sites with missense synonymous and LoF consequences sites. Dark and light asterisks indicate statistically significant (p-value<0.001, Table S9) differences from TSI and CEU, respectively. Overall in isolates individuals have less derived alleles compared to reference populations. (b) Fraction of genotypes homozygous for the derived
allele normalized by homozygous derived genotypes at intergenic sites. At mildly deleterious sites (missense and synonymous) isolates have significantly higher rates of homozygosity compared to reference (Table S9) whereas at LoF sites rates are comparable, suggesting a depletion of homozygous deleterious genotypes in isolates.

**Figure 5 Effectiveness of selection** Pairwise comparison of isolates with CEU (a) and TSI (b) at missense, synonymous and LoF sites. $R_{X/Y}$ is a measure of the accumulation of mutations in population X respect to population Y; values lower than 1 indicate a depletion in population X and viceversa. Bars represent variance obtained from block jackknifes. While for mildly deleterious mutations $R_{X/Y}$ follows a trend compatible with less efficient selection and stronger drift, $R_{X/Y}$ at LoF shows more efficient selection in isolates compared to reference populations.

**Figure 6 Expectations to observe purging.** Purging is measured as the fold change between present and past (at founding event) average number of recessive deleterious homozygous genotypes per individual. If this number was less than one the (negative) reciprocal is listed. A negative fold change is expected in case of purging. Boxplots summarize results of 100 replicates, each replicate being the average over 50 individuals. Dominant, additive and recessive models are shown for neutral (selection coefficient, $s=0$), mildly deleterious ($s=0.01$) and highly deleterious ($s=0.1$) variants in three populations with different average kinship.

**Figure 7 Effective population size** Skyline plot of effective population size in very recent times inferred from identical by descent genome of individuals within populations
Cocca et al. - Purging of deleterious variants in founder populations
Bottleneck followed by linear expansion to Ne=1000; Isolate split time = 4000 years
Ne in bottleneck = 50; bottleneck duration = 25 generations
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